
Case Study 
 

A Step for Healthy Life 
 

Rahib Amro is a village of  1344 population  including 518  Children under 12 years, 424 Males  

and 402 Females. It is 6 km from Taluka Headquarter Sujawal on Choher Road UC Kinjher 

Taluka Sujawal District Thatta. Most of the population is engaged with agriculture trade. 

Embroidery Rilly making Bed sheets and general stitching are their alternate resources. The 

basic Health facility is provided to village by HANDS in the form of MARVI Health House.  

200 peoples of Amra sindhi speaker community households live here. 

 

Village Rahib Amro was identified by Dr. Peer Haji Shah with his team in 12
th

 March 201l. The 

Community Based Organization was formed with HANDS facilitation. In the earlier days the 

unavailability of Basic Health facility in the village was a serious hazard to the villagers’ lives. 

Fatima was selected by CBO to be trained as MARVI Health Worker. She was educated up-to 8
th

 

class having two sons and two daughters.   

 

During the training of MARVI Workers it was found that 

Fatima was addicted of Ghutka which is a compound of Paan, 

beetle nut, tobacco, lime and other harmful ingredients. 

Ghutka is considered very harmful for the health. Mouth 

cancer and Ulcer type diseases can be occur through it.  

 

MARVI Health Workers trainer Hasina Memon sensitized her 

about the hazards of eating ghuttka and its fatal effects. 

Fatima accepted the advice to curb on eating ghutka and 

started preaching to his family and villagers that how ghuttka 

is damaging their lives. 

 

A consistent struggle of seven months by Fatima with the help of MARVI trainers and HANDS 

district Project Associates Nasreen and Samina a positive visible change observed in the whole 

community.  

 

Now Fatima including 

the all addicted 

villagers have left the 

bad habit of Ghutka 

eating and they are also 

well aware about the 

hazards. 

 

This success story is a 

fruitful product of 

active mobilization and 

sensitization by District 

Program Associates through large community meetings, routine visits and refresher trainings. 


